In recent years, advances in research and engineering have led to more powerful launch vehicles which yield acoustic environments potentially destructive to the vehicle or surrounding structures. Therefore, it has become increasingly important to be able to predict the acoustic environments created by these vehicles in order to avoid structural and/or component failure. The current industry standard technique for predicting launch-induced acoustic environments was developed by Eldred in the early 1970's. Recent work has shown Eldred's technique to be inaccurate for current state-of-the-art launch vehicles. Due to the high cost of full-scale and even sub-scale rocket experiments, very little rocket noise data is available. Much of the work thought to be applicable to rocket noise has been done with heated jets.
Introduction and Background
 Method to predict acoustic environments due to rocket launches is necessary  Previously proposed models  Eldred NASA SP8072: inaccurate  Tam 2-source model: rocket noise seems to exhibit Mach wave radiation and fine scale turbulence but the method used for jets to determine the shape/levels of each does not work for rockets  Take the two-source model proposed by Tam and fit new similarity curves for rockets  "Directional" source (Source A) is dominant below 80° 
Final Model
Step 1 Calculate peak frequency 0.020272 * 2.5843 90 1 90
Step 2 Calculate Acoustic Power 1 2
Step 3 Calculate Sound Power Level 10 log 10
Step 4 Calculate coefficients for Source A and Source B See previous slide
Step Step 6 Logarithmic addition 10 ,
10
Step 7 Total SPL Calculation 10 log 20 log 
